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WINTER PROJECTS COME TO LIFE
UPCOMING EVENTS:

NEXT MEETING — 7/6/2010
SCRC FUN FLY — 7/18/2010
IMAA FLY IN — 6/12/2010
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The first good day for flying combined
with a holiday weekend brought the winter projects to the field for a day of
maiden flights. Daryl prepares his Ulti-
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videos

mate for its first voyage which turned
out to be a successful journey. The Reactor Bipe continued the day with a successful 1st mission while other projects
were prepared. Ron was able to get in
the first flight for his “E-TWIST” which
is flying quite well. If you haven’t seen
them yet you should check out the “first-
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Memorial Day Weekend Flying

SCRC Memorial Day Flying—2010

L

ots of sunshine plus little to no wind = Lots of Flying. The
troops were out in full force over the holiday weekend.
Whether you were flying, spotting, watching, texting, or
tweaking, there was plenty to see and do as we all enjoyed the great
weather and camaraderie of the sport we love.
Of course the only person that needed a reminder of the field layout
and rules was none other than ME. It seems that the area within the
two paint lines where I was proudly staging my aircraft in preparation to fly is the DRIVING LANE! Hugh saved my planes from
the likely car accident as he and woody pulled me around the corner
and pummeled me for being out of line (just kidding). Thank you
Hugh for the gentle direction on the actual purpose of those lines.
Telemasters, Twists, Mojos, Caps, and a “2 wingy thingy” filled the
skies from about 10am until nearly 5pm. It was a long and exciting
day of twisting, turning, looping, and hovering. Another worthy
mention is that I don’t believe we saw a single “wreck.” There were
a couple of dead stick landings that ended well and then there was
Mike who cut the engine on his check flight because he thought he
was supposed to…. After watching him with his near Hoover deadstick approach and landing I realized that he was just havin’ a little
fun. Very nice flying Mike!
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Memorial Day Weekend Flying

(continued)

Woody preps his
“2 wingy thingy”
for a first
flight. .

Woody preps his “2 wingy thingy” for a first
flight. The initial start took some patience but
it didn’t take him long before he was tweaked
and ready. A quick start and the pearly biplane was carving out the boundaries of the
field with ease in nearly any attitude. The
Master has a new toy….
Ron and Daryl check in on Mike and his profile plane. In talking to him I discovered that
he has downsized a bit from the giant scale…

I can see why too Mike after watching you try
to pull the profile out of the back seat of a
Ford Mustang.
Anyway, if you haven’t seen him fly you
should. It’s the first time that I’ve seen waterfalls, hovering, flat spins to within 3’ of the
ground, and a dead stick landing / roll out to
the pits, all during the checkout flight.
Awesome Flying Mike !!

It’s the first time
that I’ve seen
waterfalls,
hovering, flat
spins to within 3’
of the ground,
and a dead stick
landing / roll
out to the pits,
all during the
checkout flight.
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Builders Corner
On April 17th, the club met again at the Our Lady
of Victory indoor couts for an evening of fun and
flying. The “skies” were a bit crowded with as
many as 8 to 10 craft up at the same time.

Jon and Eden
prep the Eagle
580 for its

Continued on page 2

CAP CORNER

Maiden Flight

Well, The project is complete at last. Jon’s Giant Scale Eagle 580 from Great planes is completed and ready for its first flight. There were
many issues along the way that will be outlined
in a future edition along with the resolution to
each.

Weighing in at
around 27 1/2
pounds the
Eagle likes to
float quite a bit
on landing and
even the
slightest
addition of
throttle greatly
increases the
landing run.

Jon and Eden prep the Eagle 580 for its Maiden Flight

Well, the maiden flight was successful and the
plane flies beautifully. 2-clicks of rudder and it
was hands off steady flight. It did take me 3
tries to figure out an appropriate approach to
landing speed to get her down. Weighing in at
around 27 1/2 pounds the Eagle likes to float
quite a bit on landing and even the slightest addition of throttle greatly increases the landing
run. The engine is brand new and still in the
recommended break in period so you’ll hear it
running rich for a while. The occasional highspeed pass to help seat the engine properly
yields a very sweet sound from the twin tuned
canister exhaust system and solid headers.
Specs for the plane are as follows:
100” Eagle 580
3w-110 CS 2-cylinder engine
3w 26x11 3-Blade Propeller
3w solid headers
3w tuned canister exhaust system
SmartFly EQ6 Turbo
8 Spektrum High Torque Servos
Fiber Optic Kill Switch
EagleTree Power Panel & Data Logger

Build Challenges:
The first decision to go with the 3w-110 engine
posed a few challenges with mounting, size, and
weight. In retrospect I should have chosen the
recommended DA-100. The larger engine had
to be mounted with custom spacers and hug the
firewall so the cowling would fit properly. The
next domino was the recommended header
length for a perfectly tuned exhaust combined

Headers Cut and Re-aligned for 3W Engine
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Builders Corner (continued)
with the much larger canisters from 3W. The
canister housing sits tight against the main spar
tube so moving the canisters back farther was
not an option. In the end, the canister was
mounted with a minimal clearance to the main
spar which required shortening the solid header
to 1/2” less than optimal. The next domino
was that the canister bays did not align with the
3w headers because they were designed for the
DA setup. Not wanting to use flexible headers I
was able to overcome this situation by cutting
the solid headers 90% through at the mounting
plate and simply bending and aligning the headers for an exact match. Holding the alignment I
was then able to weld the aluminum headers
back solid and buff to a like new finish.

These new servos
produce 278 oz/in
at 6 volts.
Titanium gears and
an aluminum body
brings their weight
in under the
recommended
Futaba 150 oz/in
servos.

Completed Powerplant Installation

Reworked and polished header

Once the power for the ship was seemingly figured out the next step was then to power the
control surfaces. The kit called for 10 servos
having a torque rating of 150 oz/in. I opted to
use a manual choke to eliminate 1 servo and I
chose to drop the rudder, with an 8” defection
each way, back to one servo as well. To handle
the job I selected the new Spektrum High
Torque A6030 servos. These new servos produce 278 oz/in at 6 volts. Titanium gears and
an aluminum body brings their weight in under
the recommended Futaba 150 oz/in servos.
This brings us to the next issue then of power to
the coreless digital servos under heavy loads. I
metered one servo under a medium applied load
to a single servo which quickly drew over 1 amp
by itself and there are 8 on the airplane. That

combined with the need to match multiple servos on a common control surface as well as split
elevator matching brought me to the next major
decision. The EQ6 Turbo power expander.
The EQ6 would address many issues presented
in the build decisions. Perhaps most importantly, it is able to regulate a constant 5vdc to
the receiver regardless of the loads imposed by
the servos. Including a dead short in a servo or
wire… The receiver power is completely filtered
and isolated to provide constant clean power.
Another issue resolved by the EQ6 is the ability
to dial in the servo voltage of your choice to
ensure the servos perform consistently as opposed to loosing torque in 3D maneuvers due to
a voltage drop which in turn causes a change in
the position of a given control surface. Other
features such as servo matching and independent setup of multiple servos on the same channel were also used. 1 channel on the radio could
operate 3 servos that are setup totally independent of each other. The fiber optic ignition cutoff and the failsafe switching as well as multiple
battery inputs were all factors in choosing the
EQ6. For this application there are 2 Fromeco

1 channel on the
radio could
operate 3
servos that are
setup totally
independent of
each other.
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Builders Corner (continued)
The EQ6 is able to
draw the batteries
down evenly and
balance the load
between the two.
Should one
battery
completely fail,
the other takes
over the task
without
interruption.

Jon and the 100” Eagle 580 by Great Planes

Baffles and a
small fixed cowl
flap on the
bottom have
dramatically
reduced the
temps to around
180~190 in the
air.

5200 relions powering the EQ6 at about 8.2
volts charged and 7.4 when 50% used. The
EQ6 is able to draw the batteries down evenly
and balance the load between the two. Should
one battery completely fail, the other takes over
the task without interruption. The always on
failsafe switching is nice as well. A pin in the
side mounted switch is used to take the batteries
offline but if it fails it fails in the on position.
The first ground run of the 110cc twin revealed
higher than recommended temperatures on the
cylinders using an infrared gun. After some
quick measurements I found that I did not have
4 times the exit area for cooling air to pass
through the cowling. It was easy to layout a
new opening and cut to allow for the necessary
4:1 ratio of exit area to inlet area. Another
ground run showed a minimal improvement so I
knew I would have to install baffles around the
cylinders to force the air through the cooling
fins. Reluctantly, out came the saw and I cut the
top of the cowling off to allow for installing the
baffles. Baffles and a small fixed cowl flap on

the bottom have dramatically reduced the temps
to around 180~190 in the air. Overall it was a
fun project with many lessons learned and applied. I hope to be flying the Eagle for a long
time at our field and love to talk about it if you
have any questions. Please visit the following
link for a video of its maiden flight. http://

vimeo.com/11900524
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From the Editor
June is here! The time sure flies
when you are having fun as the
saying goes. In this issue we dig
a little deeper into the Eagle
build highlighting a few features
and build issues encountered. I
hope that you are able to glean
some useful information for
your next project as a result of the solutions presented in this issue. I for one am hoping for much
good weather in the month of June and Memorial
Day weekend certainly was a good start for getting
people to the field
Of course, after the build comes fly-time. May was
not the greatest month of good flying weekends
with the rain and unseasonably cold temperatures
but a few opportunities were had and the last
weekend was nearly perfect. My first was just a
checkout flight to be added to the list of
“approved” fliers. I had made a few changes with
regard to prop and exhaust in an effort to comply
with the new field rules and found that lugging the
engine down with a higher pitch prop required that

Meeting Minute Highlights

T

reasurer:

Al Jones informed us that we have paid our
fee to fly at our current field. Additionally,
we have lost one member to the new rules. Our
account balance was presented and the Treasurers
report was approved.

O

ld Business:
The field search committee reported that 2
options being pursued had fallen through
due to noise concerns. There are no other options
at this time and members are encouraged to offer
any possibilities they may be aware of at this time.
It was also stated that we are still able to schedule
indoor events at OLV and a motion carried to
continue indoor flying through the summer.
The open fun fly will be dropped this year due to
new field rules however, a motion carried to keep
the SCRC fun-fly in tact. The date for the SCRC
fun fly is Sunday July 18th. Members also voted to
drop the airshow from the schedule this year.

I adjust the low end needle on my OS-61FX to
keep from drowning the engine in fuel at full
throttle. A few tweeks and I was back at it. I must
say, for anyone that has not completed their checkflight, I would encourage you to come to the field
and get that done so you can then fly at your leisure. I know this matter has sparked some concern as well as some spirited debate via email. I
welcome and respect healthy debate but I must
say, my checkout was a pretty basic 3 landings and
1 dead-stick and you are done. No big mystery, no
judgmental criticism, just a simple thank you and
you can fly. I would encourage all who have not
done this “check-flight to just “git-r-done.” the
fun season is upon us and this issue needs to be
behind us so we can all enjoy our sport.

May was a busy
month with the
Delta Darts
program as well as
a few
demonstrations
for various
school functions.

Live to Fly, Fly to Live,

(condensed version of Daryl Allen’s May report)

N

ew Business:
The SCRC 2010 roster is complete.

Ron reminded members that the June meeting will
be held at the field on June 1st at 7:00 pm.
Rob Krankel and AJ Jaffe gave a helicopter demo
on campus. Rob was asked to organize another
demo flight at our field and there were no objections at our meeting. a motion carried with a split
vote to accept the field terms/rules presented to
the club and continue to fly at the field.
Al Niessner and George Gurney had an AMA
Delta Dart program.

Complete Meeting Minutes are on the Web.
http://www.scrc-club.com

The field search
committee
reported that 2
options being
pursued had
fallen through
due to noise
concerns.
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June 2010 - Club calendar
Sun
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ON THE
WEB
http://www.scrc-club.com
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